








Noor Riyadh is a citywide annual festival of light and art 
that nurtures creativity, promotes talent and delivers 
awe-inspiring experiences. Its second edition We 
Dream of New Horizons takes place across Riyadh in 
November 2022. 

From Spark to Spirit is a major exhibition with artworks 
by artists from Saudi Arabia and across the world, 
that explores the medium of light as it has shaped the 
perceptual, architectural, and social structures that 
inform our past and predict our futures. 

It takes place at JAX district, Riyadh and runs from 
November 3, 2022 - February 4, 2023.

Noor Riyadh

From Spark
to Spirit



Let’s meet: Spark and Spirit, 
two characters that will show you 
around the exhibition and teach 
you about light. 

Spirit is wise and good 
at explaining new ideas. 

Spark is highly inquisitive 
and eager to learn. 



This kit offers information, 
observations and inquiries about 
central concepts in the exhibition, 
the artists and their artworks, as well 
as suggestions of activities to do 
inside the gallery and when you get 
back home.

In-Gallery Activities

Be creative!

Observations

Home Activities





What is light made from?

Does it even exist?

Does it move?

Scientists say light is radiant energy made up of 
electromagnetic waves that can travel through the 
emptiness of space.

Of course, it does! We couldn’t live without light, and light is 
all around us. Yet light has no matter or mass, it’s not 
physical and we can’t touch it.

T he speed of light is the fastest phenomenon in the universe 
(that we know!) Light wi ll always travel at approximately 
300,000 ki lometers per second. T his is known as one of the 
fundamental constants of nature.





Let’s take a step back 
in time and explore how 
artists explore light 
as a natural source of 
energy. 



Room



Technologies 
of Light

It all began with the sun, we watched its reflections, 
the creation of shadows.

Yes. Ever since the invention of electricity nearly 300 years 
ago, scientists and inventors have come up with more and 
more new technologies and clever ways of 
using light to help every aspect of our lives.

So much so that now we must reconsider our electricity 
consumption, and work out ways to develop sustainable
energy sources to save the planet.

Was this when, in order to survive, we created fire: 
we experienced lava and learnt that light allowed 
plants to grow?

 

So when we are on our phones or computers and even
watching digital bi llboards whi lst driving, that all comes
from light! 



Moath Alofi
Thnan, 2022
Born 1984
From Saudi Arabia 

The artist also describes himself as a researcher and 
explorer, often inserting himself into his videos. How 
important do you think it is to make artworks from your 
own experiences? 

What is lava?

Are there any 
volcanoes in Saudi Arabia?

Lava is molten rock that has been created  
by slow heating beneath the earth’s surface  
and emerges from a volcano.

Yes, Saudi Arabia has had over 2,000 dormant 
volcanoes for thousands of years. T he Medina 
region, where the artist Moath Alofi lives, has 
the largest number.



Thnan shows scenes shot near the 
volcanoes at Khaybar, where two 
types of rocks have been created, 
Obsidian* and Basalt*. 

In-Gallery Activity
Draw the forms found in Thnan.

Step inside the divided space. How do 
you feel? What do the colors evoke? 

The artist experienced a very harsh environment. The 
light that radiates makes him hopeful and he sees it as 
a source of guidance. Are there any emotional feelings 
you have towards light?  



Born 1971
From Saudi Arabia

Nasser Al Turki
Growth, 2022

T his reminds me of something….is it an oi l drum?

Yes, the artist is from Saudi Arabia and was inspired by the tower of the 
oi l platform, with the spirals moving inside to symbolize heat pumps which 
use the earth as their source of energy.  T his is called geothermal energy, 
which is a form of renewable energy that is more sustainable for the planet.



In-Gallery Activity
Use this space to draw the patterns and spiral shapes found in Growth. 
Focus on repetition, structure and size.



Daniah Alsaleh
Delicate, 2022
From Saudi Arabia 

Born in Riyadh, Daniah Al Saleh now lives in London 
where she studied Computational Arts. Her work sits at 
the intersection of art and technology. 

Why do all the lights and clusters connect to one another? 
What do they tell us?

T hey represent complex ecosystems found in nature, showing us that 
through communication, we can find order from chaos.



The artist uses technology to 
display patterns and forms studied 
in biology, but representative of our 
wider communication systems. 

In-Gallery Activity
Consider the approach to using ecosystems and structures we see in 
Delicate. If you could study a form found in nature what would it be?

Consider all three artworks. They share 
an interest in the environment and human 
evolution, responding to the power of 
natural and manmade forms. 



EARTH IMPRESSIONS
Materials

1 cup flour

1 cup salt

½ cup water

Teaspoon

Watercolor paint 

or acrylic paint

Paintbrush

Objects from nature

Home Activity

Collect natural materials on your way home from the 
exhibition, these can be leaves, flowers, twigs or any 
objects with interesting features.

*T his activity needs to be undertaken with an 
adult. Please do not let chi ldren close to the oven. 



Method
1. Preheat your oven to 250
   degrees (150C). 

2. Using 1 part flour and 1 part salt, 
    mix the dry ingredients until they 
    are combined.

3. Slowly add water, a few 
     teaspoons at a time, mixing well 
     after each addition.

4. Use your hands to knead the 
     dough, if it is too dry add more 
     water, if it is too wet add some  
     extra flour.

5. Sculpt your salt dough into desired  
     shapes.

6. Place your found objects into the shapes  
     and slowly remove them to take  
     impressions of their textures.

7. Bake your salt sculptures in the oven until  
    they are hard, checking every 30/40 mins 
   (this needs to be done by an adult). 

8. Once your sculptures have cooled  
     down, paint them using acrylic or 
     watercolor paint.

9. Your Earth Impressions are now complete!



RUBBINGS

Paper

Pencil

Objects from nature

Frottage is the French word for 
rubbing. The process involves 
taking an imprint from a textured 
surface by placing a sheet of paper 
over the surface of an object and 
rubbing dry drawing mediums to 
reveal textures.

Materials

Home Activity



1. Choose an object with an  
    interesting surface texture from 
    the items you collected. 

2. Place a sheet of paper over the  
     surface of the object.

Method

3. Gently start rubbing using the  
     side of the pencil until the details  
     begin to form.

4. Continue to create more  
     rubbings, experimenting with  
     coloring pencils, graphite 
     or charcoal.







Room



Architectonics 
Of Light

What happens next?

T his section of the exhibition considers the physical and 
ideological implications of light: how it can project onto 
different surfaces to create a variety of impressions 
and how it helps us understand our place in the world.



Larry Bell
The Blue Gate, 2020
Born 1939
From US 

An important artist from Los Angeles, US, who despite 
being famous for working with glass as he does here, 
Larry Bell began his career as a painter. Does this help 
us understand his approach to color and tone?

He once said ‘although we tend to think of glass as 
a window, it is a solid liquid that has at once three 
distinct qualities: it reflects light, it absorbs light, 
and it transmits light all at the same time’.



Several works in this 
gallery use mirrors, notice 
As Above, So Below by 
Zeinab Al Hashemi, from 
the UAE. 

Study the artwork from different points of 
view. What happens to the shapes, colors 
and shadows?

Why do you think the artist chose to use 
the colors turquoise and violet? 

Why do you think he chose to put these 
two colors together? Do they work well?

Hint: T he artist 
describes the two 
colors as peacock 
and amethyst.



Jim Campbell
Eroding Wave, 2016-2022
Born 1956
From US 

The artist was born in Chicago 
and lives in San Francisco, US. 
He began working in film before 
shifting to electronic sculpture in 
1990 and has been creating works 
like we see here which he calls 
‘LED matrices’ since 2000. 

T his artwork is made 
of 3,456 LED lights!

LED stands for ‘Light Emitting Diodes’ which 
convert electrical energy to light in a highly 
efficient way and last a long time, making them 
better for the environment.

What is an LED? Is it good for the planet? 
You did tell me that light was fast, but I didn’t 
think you could see it moving so clearly!



Jim Campbell
Eroding Wave, 2016-2022

Does the artwork remind you of anything 
you see in nature? 

Perhaps a waterfall or waves crashing on 
the shore? 

Notice how the movement repeats itself. 
Is it the same every time? 

As you walk through 
the space, look out for 
Hivemind, 2022 by Maryam 
Tariq, born 1996. It relates to 
the home activity inspired 
by Room 1.



Home ActivityPERCEPTION, 
REFLECTION, COLOR,  LIGHT

1. Draw various shapes on the colored  
    acetate or colored cling film using 
    a marker.

2. Using scissors, cut around the lines.

3. Layer the shapes over one another.

4. Arrange the shapes in layers so they are  
     overlapping one another and glue them  
     together to create a collage.

Acetate

Scissors

Glue

Markers

Materials Method



There are lots of different activities we can create with acetate. 
Let’s begin by seeing the interactions between layering shapes of 
colored acetate (if you don’t have colored acetate you can improvise 
by painting light washes of different colors on cling film).

What can you notice about the colors? 
Try moving the shapes around so there 
are empty spaces within the background.

How do the shapes appear?

Shine the cut-out shapes to areas in your 
surroundings.

How do colors in your surroundings 
appear when you look through the 
shapes?







Room



Look out for the owl, it’s 
certainly looking at you!

Did you know that owls can 
rotate their heads 270 degrees?

Conscious 
of Light

Enter Room 3, Conscious of Light, discovering 
the ways artists have interacted with the 
animal world (such as the installation A Cast of 
Falcons, 2008 by Diana Thater, born 1962) and 
the manmade, offering us new ideas of how to 
work with and look at light and each other.



From Bahrain

An artist collective is when a group of two or more 
artists work together. Theories of Imagination is an 
artist collective, made up of Abdulla Buhijji and Noor 
Alwan, who create digital installations focused on 
identity and belonging.

Theories of Imagination 
(TOFI)
Extrospection, 2022

T he title of the work means an 
observation of what is outside oneself.



What do you notice? 

Next take someone else with you onto the 
platform. What happens? 

Can you see any lights? Can you see any 
colors? Are there any reflections? 

Why do they think the artists decided to 
construct the work in this way?

In-Gallery Activity
Start by standing alone and start walking, with care, slowly across 
the platform. Remembering the way the LED lights moved across  
Eroding Wave and how colored light appeared in Extrospection, find  
some space and perform with your body, following the movements the 
artists have created. 



Alicja Kwade
Heavy Light, 2021
Born 1979
From Poland 

The artist lives in Berlin, her 
sculptures and installations focus 
on the relationship between time 
and space. 

Can light be heavy? 
Is it as heavy as a stone?

By working with two of the most important forces that unite 
us: using a stone as a symbol of gravity, which here achieves 
equi librium with light, the artist is teaching us important lessons 
about balance and the relationships between different materials.



How does its density, size or surface 
impact the ways we interact and use a 
material? 

How does the artist make a light bulb and 
a stone appear the same weight? 



Look at the reflections of your surroundings through 
the mirrored foil.

Draw what you see and notice how light is reflected.

Do colors seem clear or distorted? 

How does your sculpture remind you of Alicja Kwade’s work?

Reflective Sculpture Home Activity

Paper Towel Tube

Corrugated cardboard

12” Bamboo Skewers  
(snip off sharp ends and cut some of 

the skewers in half)

Tape

Scissors

Glue 

Stapler

Paint and  paint brush

Foil

Materials



Building a tool and recording its movement and trajectory is an 
opportunity for sensory exploration and experimentation.

1. Cut the cardboard into basic shapes such  
    as squares, triangles and rectangles.

2. Wrap the cut-out shapes smoothly 
 with foil.

3. Flatten one end of the paper towel tube  
 and staple to hold it closed. 

4. Cut a small v-shaped notch in the center  
 of the flattened end.

5. Glue the open end of the paper towel tube  
 to a 5” square piece of cardboard. 

Optional: Once the glue is dry, paint the tube and 
cardboard base. Allow some time for the paint 
to dry.

Method
6. Tape two cardboard shapes onto a long  
 skewer if using basic cardboard (if you are  
 using corrugated cardboard thread the  
 stick through the corrugations) placing  
 them on either end of the skewer. Try to  
 balance the skewer and shapes on the  
 tube base.

7. Try out hanging different materials such  
 as a stone, a feather or a leaf, to test  
 their weight and how to create balance  
 and movement.

8. Continue adding cardboard shapes and  
 the shorter skewers to either side of the  
 long skewer. Use tape if necessary to hold  
 the shapes in place.

9. Once your shapes are balanced, take your  
 sculpture to various places within your  
 home or outdoors.



Born 1975
From Saudi Arabia

Dr. Saad Al Howede was born in Riyadh where he co-
founded WASM Studio. His artistic interests began 
with creating caricature sketches and illustrations. 
Central to all his artworks is a connection to heritage 
and preserving memories. 

Dr. Saad Al Howede
On Instinct, 2022

Look carefully at these two artworks, 
which share an interest in how light can 
represent a human presence. 

Compare and contrast the different ways 
these artists have used light to create 
their artworks. 



Born 1968
From US

An artist from California, US 
who creates works out of every 
possible medium, selecting which 
best represents his ideas which 
are displayed through endless, 
immersive stories in space.

Doug Aitken
The River, 2022

In-Gallery Activity
While you explore Dr. Saad Al Howede and Doug Aiken’s 
work, have a go experimenting with these fun drawing 
exercises that artists use to train hand-eye coordination.

Pencil

This kit!

Materials



One line drawing:
Focus on an artwork and draw the subject in a continuous single line. 
This means you can not lift the pencil from the page.



Blind contour drawings: 
Draw without looking at your drawing. Keep your eyes focused on the 
artwork you are following and try your best to avoid looking at the paper 
until your drawing is complete.



Cross contour drawing: 
Draw the outline or frame from your observation. Fill the outline with lines 
as they travel across the form, these lines can be horizontal or vertical.



Modified contour drawing: 
Draw using multiple lines instead of one. Try and look at the artwork you 
are following 90% of the time and the drawing you are making 10% of the 
time.

How do these drawing exercises affect 
the way you now see the artworks? Are 
there some qualities your brain was able 
to catch rather than your eye?







Glossary
Obsidian
is a naturally occurring volcanic glass formed as an extrusive igneous 
rock.

Basalt
is a common extrusive igneous rock formed by the rapid cooling of 
basaltic lava. 

Geothermal energy
is heat that is generated within the Earth. Geo means “earth,” and thermal 
means “heat” in Greek. It is a renewable resource that can be harvested 
for human use, that is more sustainable for the planet.

Equilibrium
is a state of balance between opposing forces. 

Do jot down any 
other new words 
you have learnt 
today!



Email to info@riyadhart.sa or 
tag Noor Riyadh on social media:

Instagram: @noorriyadhfestival
Twitter: @NoorRiyadhFest
Facebook: @NoorRiyadhFestival 

If you enjoyed these activities you can go back to 
the exhibition and select artworks you’d li ke to 
draw or write a story about!

Perhaps you might want to create a character 
li ke me or Spark? Do share your own drawings, 
texts and artworks made in the gallery or at 
home with us!




